
 
 

Welcome to our Winter Newsletter 
 

Happy New Year from everyone at Butterfly Conservation! 
 
Contributions to our newsletters are always welcome – please contact Shona 
at sgreig@butterfly-conservation.org or the postal address below.  If you do 
not wish to receive our newsletter in the future, simply reply to this message 
with the word ‘unsubscribe’ in the title – thank you. 
 
Scotland Team (Paul Kirkland, Tom Prescott, Shona Greig, Sara Green, 
David Hill and Ami Crozier) 
Butterfly Conservation Scotland 
Balallan House, Allan Park, Stirling, FK8 2QG   
t:  01786 447753 
e:  scotland@butterfly-conservation.org 
w:  www.butterfly-conservation.org/scotland     
 

Join us on Facebook!   
By joining us on Facebook, you can keep up to date with the latest news 
and sightings! Send us your photos and let us know what’s going on where 
you are and cheer up your newsfeed and compare notes with others 
passionate about butterflies, moths and the natural world!  Be friends with us 
at www.facebook.com/bcscotland  
 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 
Scottish Recorder’s Gathering - Saturday, 7th March 2015  
The 2015 Scottish Recorders’ Gathering for those interested in recording 
butterflies and moths will take place at the Battleby Conference Centre, by 
Perth on Saturday 7th March.  All welcome - more details will follow shortly. 
 
Scottish Members’ Day – Saturday, 10th October 2015 
Our annual Scottish Members’ Day will be held at the Battleby Conference 
Centre, by Perth on Saturday, 10th October 2015.  More information will follow 
in due course. 
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Wester Moss Workparty – Saturday, 7th February 2015 
10am – 3.30pm  Fallin, near Stirling 
We are continuing our work to restore this super little raised bog, removing 
invasive birch and pine and installing plastic dams across old drainage 
ditches, in conjunction with Stirling Council Rangers Service. 
Meet at 10am at the open air mining museum car park in Fallin, OS grid ref 
NS836 907 (OS map 57). Wear warm, waterproof old clothing, and bring work 
gloves and loppers if you have them, plus packed lunch and drink. 
Wellingtons recommended!   
It’s fairly easy work and we will finish around 3.30pm.  The site is accessible 
by public transport (e.g. bus from Stirling), but there are no toilet facilities on 
site.   
Please let us know in advance if you are planning to come: To book, 
contact Shona Greig on 01786 447753 or sgreig@butterfly-conservation.org 
This work is supported by the Lottery-funded Inner Forth Landscape Initiative 
through RSPB. 
 

BRANCH NEWS 

East Branch 
Now that we're into 2015, it's time to announce the new arrangements for 
handling butterfly records across East Scotland. As you'll probably know, 
Duncan Davidson is stepping down from the role of overall Branch Butterfly 
Recorder, and we've decided that the job should be divided amongst several 
people from now on, although Duncan is happy to continue to look after 
records for Fife and Clackmannanshire. So, the folk who you will need to send 
details of your sightings to from now on are: 

Branch area of 

your sighting 

Area 

Butterfly 

Recorder 

Email Telephone Postal Address 

Aberdeenshire, 

including City of 

Aberdeen  

North East 

Scotland 

Biological 

Records 

Centre 

(contact is 

Glenn 

Roberts) 

aberdeenshirebutterflies@easts
cotland-butterflies.org.uk 

01224 

664164 

NESBReC, Specialist 

Services Team, 

Aberdeenshire Council, 

Woodhill House, 

Westburn Road, 

Aberdeen 

AB16 5GB 

Angus, 

Perthshire 

Glyn 

Edwards 

perthshirebutterflies@eastscotla
nd-butterflies.org.uk 

01259 

752094 

2 Park Avenue, 

Tillicoultry, 

Clackmannanshire 

FK13 6BW 

Fife, Clacks Duncan 

Davidson 

fifebutterflies@eastscotland-
butterflies.org.uk 

01383  

730446 

 

140 Pitcorthie Drive, 

Dunfermline, Fife  

KY11 8BJ 

Lothians, Falkirk Simon 

Metcalfe 

lothianbutterflies@eastscotland-
butterflies.org.uk 

07715 

420867 

1F2, 3 Craighouse Park, 

Edinburgh  

EH10 5LB 

Borders Iain Cowe bordersbutterflies@eastscotland
-butterflies.org.uk 

01890 

818314/077

75 747838 

6 Lammerview, 

Chirnside, Berwickshire 

TD11 3UW 

mailto:sgreig@butterfly-conservation.org
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file:///C:/Users/Mark/AppData/Local/Temp/fifebutterflies@eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk
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These details are also now posted on the branch website at 
 <http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/butterflyrecords.html>  
It's really pleasing that people have come forward to help with this vital activity 
in the branch, so do give them your support .... and your records! 
 
But.... if you haven't yet sent in your 2014 records, please direct these to 
Duncan, who will be collating all last year's records for the whole branch 
and getting them through to BC HQ. Remember that we are at the end of 
another five year butterfly atlas recording period so every species 
record is important. 
 
I also have the welcome news to announce that Dot Dahl has offered to take 
on the job of Branch Secretary, hopefully making the planning and holding of 
our committee meetings run more efficiently. 

 
Moth Flight Times and Maps 
Mark Cubitt has recently refreshed the data behind the moth flight times 
charts and various maps for the whole of Scotland on the East Scotland 
Butterfly Conservation website. Thanks to Mark who says: 
"This is based on data kindly extracted by Les Hill at BC's HQ in mid-
December. Almost all Vice Counties have data at least to the end of 2013, but 
there are a few with data only to 2012. If you get your records to your county 
moth recorder in the next few weeks then that should give them the 
opportunity to check and collate the data for submission to the NMRS by the 
end of March deadline for data to get uploaded to the NMRS database for the 
end of 2015. It does take a while to get there and be made available, but 
worth knowing the rough time frames. 
 
New VC Species 
I have added a new page  
<http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/mothvicecountynewspecies.html> 
which lists the new macro species recorded in each vice county since 2010 
(which have reached the NMRS database). It also shows the date of the most 
recent record in the NMRS for each VC. 
 
Target squares for the Atlas 
This map http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/mothtarget10ks.html 
shows for each 10km square in Scotland the number of macro species seen 
in bands of up to 10, 50, 100, 200 and 300. If you 'hover' your mouse pointer 
over the map then the equivalent map for a couple of years previously is 
shown (taking your pointer away reverts to the latest map). You can quickly 
see just what great progress has been made in many areas of the country in 
moving squares up the species count bands. 
 
Date and Maps 
The species flight times and distribution maps (quantity, frequency and 
change since 2000) are all updated http://eastscotland-
butterflies.org.uk/mothflighttimes.html . 
If you see any errors then please let me know. Note that you may need to 

http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/butterflyrecords.html
http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/mothvicecountynewspecies.html
http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/mothtarget10ks.html
http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/mothflighttimes.html
http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/mothflighttimes.html
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force your browser to refresh the data from the ESBC web server (as your 
browser may be caching a local copy from a previous visit)." 
 

Do have a look at the Target Squares map, which is really quite inspirational 
in terms of showing what has been achieved in just two years and also the 
targets that remain for us - not just in East Branch but across Scotland. 

 
Events and Outings for 2015 
Although it's mid-winter, plans are now being made for the coming season's 
butterfly walks and moth evenings, etc. What species would you particularly 
like to see? Are there sites you'd like to explore with others? Would you like to 
brush up on your butterfly ID skills? How about seeing moths close up one 
night? If you have some ideas to put forward do get in touch - others will 
be able to lead any events! 
Barry Prater 

 

News from the Borders 
I know I've talked about this before, but the increase in records of the Green 
Hairstreak in SE Scotland is quite remarkable. From being unknown in the Borders 
before the 1980s, a growing number of active recorders with a more focused 
approach has resulted in the butterfly being found at many sites and across much of 
this area over the past decade. Two new 10km squares were added in 2014, both 
being in Berwickshire where the butterfly had never been previously seen. 

 
Moth numbers drop rapidly once mid-winter is here, but there have been lots 
of the very variable Mottled Umber at traps and it's also the season for the 
Dark Chestnut. Many of these can be a bit of a challenge to distinguish from 
the Chestnut, but some stand out instantly with some wonderful patterning 
and a striking paler band towards the end of the forewing. 
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Dark Chestnut - Barry Prater 

 

The Vapourer moth has several unusual aspects. The male is a bright 
orangey-brown colour and flies around in summer like a mad thing - further 
south it is easily confused with the Brown Hairstreak butterfly which behaves 
similarly. The female is flightless and has limited experience of her environs 
as she lays her eggs on the cocoon from which she emerged. These remain 
unhatched over the winter and then produce extraordinary, colourful 
caterpillars, which are pretty unfussy about what they eat - most broadleaved 
trees and shrubs are accepted. Sometimes the caterpillars are found in huge 
numbers - those in the photo were some of an estimated thousand on posts 
and wires near Newcastleton in July. Apart from its close relative the Scarce 
Vapourer, other moths which have flightless females are adults during the 
colder parts of the year, from winter to spring, probably because egg-laden 
females have difficulty flying when temperatures are low.  
 
 

   
           
            male Vapourer - Barry Prater                         female Vapourer with egg batch on cocoon - Barry Prater 
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Vapourer caterpillars - Philip Hutton 

Barry Prater 
 

Glasgow & South West Scotland Branch 
The committee invites all members, family and friends to our Annual AGM 
being held on Saturday, 31st January, starting 2.00pm in the Visitor Centre at 
Chatelherault Country Park. Entry, as always is free and non-members are 
also very welcome, so come and find out what we do! 
The Park is a wonderful attraction itself, with a number of good walks, so why 
not make a day of it. There is a pleasant cafeteria in the visitor centre to have 
lunch before the meeting if you want.  
 
The agenda is as follows: 
2.00 pm:  Welcome: Paul Mapplebeck, Chair of SW Scotland Committee 
 
2.05 pm: Talk: Davie Black, Conservation Co-ordinator, Plantlife Scotland  
“Scotland’s Native Plants”  
 
2.35 pm:  Branch AGM – Activity in 2014 and Treasurer's Report  
 
3.00 pm:  Refreshment break –Tea, Coffee, Biscuits and Raffle (prizes include 
malt whisky)  
 
3.30 pm:  Butterfly Conservation in your area – Open Forum  
 
4.00pm:  Summing up and branch Q&A time:  Paul Mapplebeck 
 
Please let us know if you are coming by e-mailing Branch Secretary: 
Val Charlton (Cvalerie6@aol.com) or write to her at: 13 Glenbank Court, Rouken 
Glen Road, Glasgow, G46 7EG. 
VENUE: Chatelherault Country Park - Carlisle Road, Ferniegair, Hamilton, ML3 
7UE 
TRANSPORT: By car via the M74, junction 6 to Hamilton, then follow signs to 
Chatelherault from the roundabouts travelling toward Hamilton. Or take a bus from 
Hamilton to Ferniegair; it stops in Carlisle Road at the entrance to the Park. By train 
to Chatelherault Station from Glasgow Central (two trains per hour). 

mailto:Cvalerie6@aol.com
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Shaw Wood, Paisley Moth Survey - Volunteers Wanted 
Shaw Wood is a small remnant of ancient Oak woodland to the east of Paisley 
which dates back to the 15th century. The area around the wood has been 
designated a development zone by Renfrewshire Council to allow the building 
of approximately 3,000 new 
homes! The wood has a colony 
of Purple Hairstreaks and it was 
decided to survey it for moths. 
Starting in July moth trapping 
was carried out on just four 
nights through to October.  Many 
of the more common noctuids, 
prominents, geometrids and 
hawk moths were recorded 
including the Double Lobe and 
Brindled Green (pictured), the 
latter being only the third record 
for this moth in Renfrewshire. 
The plan is to repeat the survey this year starting in March and the committee 
is looking for volunteers to help with this exercise.  If you are interested, 
please contact Paul Mapplebeck for details on 01505 348024 or by e-mail to 
paulm3@ntlworld.com. 
Paul Mapplebeck 
 

Butterfly Conservation Scotland branded clothing & other 
merchandise 
Looking for a present for yourself or someone else? 
Want to look smart at your event/survey or simply show 
your support for the cause? 
How about some nice, new high quality clothing with an 
embroidered BCS logo? 
Once again with the help of our supplier we are pleased 
to announce that we have managed to avoid increasing 
prices. :D 
 
Standard products 
Polo shirt (100% cotton, Fruit of the Loom 63202) with embroidered BCS logo £12.50 
Polo with pocket (FotL 63308) with embroidered BCS logo £13.50  
Long sleeved Polo shirt (100% cotton, FotL 63306) with embroidered BCS logo 
£14.50  
Sweatshirt (FotL 62216) with embroidered BCS logo £15.00  
Full Zip Fleece (FotL 62510) with embroidered BCS logo £20.00 
Sizes available: S-XXL (S=35-37", M=38-40", L=41-43", Xl=44-46", XXL=47-49") 
XS, XXXL & XXXXL sizes also available but may involve a product change.  
Colours available: Black, Navy, Bottle Green, Royal Blue, Red 
We can get pretty much anything made with the logo so if you don’t see what you 
want please ask. 
We also have direct accounts with a no. of publishers so are usually able to supply 
many reference books etc. at prices that match or better the best available.  Similarly 
we are very competitive on specimen tubes.  Profits go to branch funds & thence to 
support our work. 
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Goods can either be collected at meetings such as the Recorders Gathering or 
posted out for actual cost.   As an example up until the end of March 2015 we can 
send 2Kg for £3.00 but please contact for an exact quote. 
We would also be interested in suggestions for other items that you would like us to 
be able to supply & that would also help branch funds. 
For orders, queries & suggestions please contact bcs_clothing@hotmail.co.uk  

 
SURVEY UPDATES 

 

Speckled Wood Survey 2015 

Have you seen a Speckled Wood butterfly in Scotland? 

The Speckled Wood 
has a fascinating 
distribution in Scotland. 
In the past it must have 
occurred over most of 
Scotland, but then 
declined leaving 
‘refuges’ around the 
Moray Firth and the 
west coast. It is now 
expanding from these 
refuges, with additional 
colonisers arriving from 
England and even 
Northern Ireland!                                  Speckled Wood - Pete Eeles 

The main unoccupied area at present is the centre of Scotland, but Speckled 
Woods are now moving in from the west, southeast, southwest, and from the 
north! The adult butterflies emerge in the spring and can be seen in sunny 
glades in woodland, as their name suggests. There are at least two broods a 
year, so adults can be seen right through the summer until September. 

We have been running an online and postcard survey to help track changes in 
their distribution for the last 3 years – see http://butterfly-
conservation.org/2199/speckled-wood-survey.html and have decided it would 
be worthwhile to extend the survey through 2015.  In 2014, we had a fantastic 
response and received around 300 records.  We intend to produce a report on 
the survey in due course.  A huge thank you to everyone who contributed their 
sightings and please if you spot a Speckled Wood in 2015, do let us know! 

 

 

mailto:bcs_clothing@hotmail.co.uk
http://butterfly-conservation.org/2199/speckled-wood-survey.html
http://butterfly-conservation.org/2199/speckled-wood-survey.html
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CONSERVATION NEWS 

New Species Champion for Forester 

 

 

Claudia Beamish is a Scottish Labour 
MSP for the region of South Scotland 
and is Shadow Minister for the 
Environment and Climate Change. 
She also sits on the Scottish 
Parliament’s Rural Affairs, Climate 
Change and Environment Committee.  
At the recent 2014 RSPB Nature of 
Scotland Awards she won the 
Politician of the Year Award.  We are 
delighted that she has agreed to 
become Species Champion for the 
Forester moth. 

 

                                                                                      Forester – Keith Tailby 

 

East Lothian National Moth Recording Scheme Atlas progress 

At the beginning of the year East Lothian had a rather mixed picture in terms 

of macro moth recording coverage. We wanted the forthcoming NMRS Atlas 

to accurately represent the distribution status of moths in the county and so 

some new tactics were required. Now towards the end of 2014 that picture 

has changed dramatically for the better and we have already achieved an 

excellent baseline position for the Atlas. 

With the help of Butterfly Conservation’s East Branch, the Scottish Wildlife 

Trust and the Scottish Ornithologist’s club an appeal was made for people 

who might run their own moth trap or borrow a trap provided by the County 

Moth Recorder. Personal guidance and identification assistance was offered 

and eight new moth recorders or partnerships volunteered to join the existing 

team plus the CMR as a non-resident ‘visiting recorder’. Regular recording 

was carried out, mostly in gardens. In addition a Bioblitz and other mothing 

events boosted the record totals and in particular a team running a trap 

monthly at the SOC HQ at Waterston House made a big impression. The 

CMR took on two squares that had no resident recorders. 
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In terms of the number of “dots on 

the atlas maps” there have been 

615 new ones. That is a 37% 

increase in just a few months in 

the 10km squares wholly or partly 

in East Lothian Vice County when 

including Berwickshire and 

Midlothian records. That figure 

increases to an amazing 59%, if 

only East Lothian vice county 

records are included. The 

histogram chart shows what an 

increase this is, compared with that achieved in previous years, when typically only 

one or two individuals were actively able to contribute new records.  

The coverage status for the branch looking at the number of species in each square 

has moved from only half of 

our squares having more than 

100 species (blue) to all of 

them (one only just) reaching 

that threshold. One square 

(NT67) moved from 100+ to 

200+ shown by the dark blue. 

Sixteen new macro moth 

species were also added to the East Lothian list.  

 

Most of the recorder team were able to attend a 

get-together in November to share photos, 

experiences and the great excitement that 

starting moth trapping for the first time brings.  

Everyone of the recorders is planning to continue 

next year to further both their new found interest 

and the coverage for the NMRS atlas.  Many 

thanks to them all for their effort and enthusiasm. 

Mark Cubitt 

East Lothian County Moth Recorder 

vc82moths@eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk 

 

A new face and a busy autumn for the Bog Squad 

I’m David Hill and I have recently started my role as Peatland Restoration 
Officer leading the Bog Squad volunteers at Butterfly Conservation (covering 
for Sara Green who is currently on maternity leave). I’ve long had an interest 
in peatlands and have been fortunate enough to work at some great bogs 
through my previous experiences. After completing an MSc in Environmental 
Management at Stirling University I volunteered for TCV Scotland where I got 
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some hands-on experience of damming ditches at Flanders Moss. I then 
worked for Scottish Natural Heritage in Argyll where I helped manage three 
National Nature Reserves including the butterfly rich Taynish and Glasdrum 
which is where I discovered a passion for Lepidoptera! The other reserve was 
the Moine Mhor which is a great lowland raised bog where I gained further 
peatland experience. Then this last summer I was a volunteer at Ben Lawers 
NNR where I was carrying out plant surveys and seeing lots of Mountain 
Ringlet! 
I joined the Bog Squad just as we entered the autumn period and the Bog 

Squad has been busy as usual with five work parties at three different bogs. 

We’ve gone from constructing dams in hot sunny weather to most recently 

cutting Christmas Trees in the snow.  

  

During 2014, our volunteers have contributed a total of nearly 500 hours of 

work, have constructed 50 dams and cleared over 5 ha of scrub. That’s not to 

mention 2 peat depths surveys and hours upon hours of highly valuable 

recording on these seldom visited habitats. This represents a massive 

achievement and we’d like to say a HUGE thank you to everyone who has 

helped so far. 
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We’re currently putting together our work programme for January to March 
and we will be announcing more work parties soon. We are always looking for 
helping hands! Why not check out our blog for more information & updates: 
http://bogsquad.weebly.com  
Or get in touch with us via: peatproject@btconnect.com or 01786 447753.  
David Hill (Peatland Project Officer)   

 
Small bursaries available for natural history training courses 
BRISC and GNHS are offering small bursaries of up to £200 to encourage 
taxonomic wildlife study in Scotland.  
Further details via this link http://www.nbn.org.uk/News/Latest-
news/Bursaries-for-natural-history-training-
courses.aspx?utm_source=eshot&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=NBN
%20eNews%20December%202014_2 

 
 

INTERESTING SIGHTINGS 
 

Oleander Hawk-moth in Stirling 

The evening of 19 November was a little more exciting than usual, when one 

of my daughter’s friends turned up at the door with a shoe box containing a 

large and very beautiful green moth, which turned out to be an Oleander 

Hawk-moth Daphnis nerii, a very rare migrant to Scotland! The moth had been 

found that day by her father, an employee of Superglass Insulation Limited in 

a stock shed at company premises on the Thistle Industrial Estate in Stirling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The moth seemed in good condition, so it is possible it arrived as an 

accidental import rather than flying all the way from its breeding grounds in 

http://bogsquad.weebly.com/
mailto:peatproject@btconnect.com
http://www.nbn.org.uk/News/Latest-news/Bursaries-for-natural-history-training-courses.aspx?utm_source=eshot&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=NBN%20eNews%20December%202014_2
http://www.nbn.org.uk/News/Latest-news/Bursaries-for-natural-history-training-courses.aspx?utm_source=eshot&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=NBN%20eNews%20December%202014_2
http://www.nbn.org.uk/News/Latest-news/Bursaries-for-natural-history-training-courses.aspx?utm_source=eshot&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=NBN%20eNews%20December%202014_2
http://www.nbn.org.uk/News/Latest-news/Bursaries-for-natural-history-training-courses.aspx?utm_source=eshot&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=NBN%20eNews%20December%202014_2
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southern Europe and northern Africa. According to the distribution maps on 

the East Scotland branch website  

(http://eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/mothflighttimes.html), there are only a  

handful of Scottish records for this species, only two since the year 2000, and 
none for Stirlingshire. 

After taking some photographs I released the moth into my garden, but it was 
still there the next morning and showing no signs of moving, probably 
because it was too cold to fly. It survived for several days, but the only time it 
perked up at all and started vibrating its wings was in the super-heated 
environment of the BC office, and it quickly became comatose again as soon 
as it was taken outside. It is now deceased, and will be passed on to VC86 
moth recorder John Knowler for setting and placing in a museum collection. 

At least five other Oleander Hawk-moths were reported from the UK in 2014 

between 29 August and 14 November, from the south coast to St Kilda. The 

weather in the early part of the autumn was also extremely mild, with lots of 

immigrant moth activity reported, and a Death’s-head Hawk-moth Acherontia 

atropos was also recorded at Gullane Tennis Club in East Lothian on 22 

October, so perhaps this moth did indeed make it as far as Stirling under its 

own steam. 

Thanks to Mark Cubitt for confirmation of the Death’s-head Hawk-moth record 

from Gullane, Mark Tunmore of Atropos Journal for additional information on 

migrants, and Hector Cochrane, Nicola Cochrane and Darryl Cox for finding 

and bringing me the moth. 

Heather Young 
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